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A Year in the Life of BT

The year 2020 has created indelible memories for all of us. 
I think we can all agree that on last New Year’s Eve none of 
us would have predicted this year’s events in the way they 
happened. The same is true, of course, for B’nai Torah.

I believe that we have a distinct choice to make as a 
congregation. Do we follow a negative path and lament 
losing in-person activities OR do we use this as an 
opportunity to make our synagogue engagement more 
meaningful despite being physically distant? For me, the 
answer is self-evident and easy.

Just look at everything we are doing in the four major areas 
of synagogue life: ritual, educational, programmatic and 
financial. By all reasonable standards, BT has excelled in 
all of these areas during 2020.
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Continued from page1 •	 Programmatic: We are fully engaged in 
our small group initiative with classes, 
social events, and special interest events 
like art and cooking classes filling the 
calendar. The board is also unveiling a 
new calendar of programs for the first half 
of 2021 so be on the lookout for those 
events. Again, we welcome more ideas 
and assistance from you.

•	 Financial: Finally, we are pleased to report 
that our financial house is in order due to 
the careful management of expenses and 
your generosity. We are trying to focus on 
dues and donations as our main means 
of revenue so that our programs can be 
planned to break even and be available to 
everyone. We also have created a remote 
membership category that has gener-
ated interest from unaffiliated people and 
alumni.

So, thank you all, and let’s all continue to work 
together for a prosperous year ahead with good 
health and happiness for our entire community.

B’shalom,

Fred Knopf

•	 Ritual: We have received universal 
acclaim that our on-line services, 
especially our High Holiday services, 
are exceptional. We urge you to watch 
them live or at your convenience on 
replay via Facebook or YouTube. We are 
considering all available ways to increase 
member participation in a safe way. If you 
have any ideas for how we can improve 
our services, please let us know.

•	 Educational: Because we have kids from 
so many school districts, our Talmud 
Torah has been on-line the whole school 
year so as to avoid any health-related 
issues. The kids and teachers have 
adapted beautifully, and parents have 
been reporting significant engagement, 
learning and ruach. And, for members, 
this is all tuition free. We would love it if 
you could spread the word to unaffiliated 
people you know and help us continue to 
expand this jewel of our community.
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Donation in lieu of flowers for the Bima, from Roz and Arthur Friedman 
in memory of Arthur’s parents Frieda and Herman Friedman, and Roz’s 
parents Marion and Charles Davis.

Donation in lieu of flowers for the Bima, from Vivian and Mitchell Arron and 
family, in memory of Vivian’s parents Morris and Tillie Marks.

Donation in lieu of Break Fast sponsorship from Allen and Judy Brand in 
memory of their parents Muriel and Herman Brand, and Sarah and Oscar 
Popkin

Donation in lieu of guest speaker, from Stacy and Ricky Weinstein

CO-PRESIDENT CONTINUED

HIGH HOLIDAY FLOWERS AND SPONSORS
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School has been full of Hanukkah activities of 
all kinds.

At our Hanukkah party we lit the menorah, sang 
songs, read books, played many Hanukkah games 
and ate latkes and the Hanukkah cookies we baked 
at school. 

Cooking is a rich and valuable experience for 
young children and a vital omnipresent part of our 
curriculum. It helps children develop confidence, 
independence and fine motor skills. Mixing, pouring, 
scooping, cracking eggs, chopping, sprinkling, 
squeezing, and spreading strengthen little hands 
for later skills such as writing and improve eye 
hand coordination.  Cooking reinforces following 

directions, problem-solving skills and creativity.  
Measuring, counting, witnessing and participating 
in cause and effect, i.e., watching materials 
change color, state and texture offer hands on, age 
appropriate math and science lessons.  Discussions 
about where foods come from and what makes 
them healthy are natural sidebars during the 
process.  Afterwards, children have the opportunity 
to taste what they’ve cooked and share it with their 
family and Mr. Deno!  This encourages kindness 
as well as trying new foods.  Children are much 
more invested in and willing to taste something that 
they’ve participated in creating. 

We hope you had a joyous Hanukkah and wish you 
a healthy 2021.

Submitted by Joan Watnick, Director

Mazal Tov 
 to B’nai Torah 

Nursery School alumni  
Monica Charmoy   

on becoming  
Bat Mitzvah
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NEWS FROM THE NURSERY SCHOOL
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BBYO UPDATE 

It should come as no surprise that the landscape 
of BBYO, the world’s leading and largest pluralistic 
Jewish youth group, has been greatly affected by 
the pandemic. Being that COVID-19 affected in 
person interactions, the organization developed 
a new way to become and remain involved! At an 
international level, a virtual streaming and program 
service called ‘BBYO On Demand’ was launched 
to engage with teens who could not otherwise 
interact in person. Instead of buckling under the 

pressure of the national quarantine, this wonderful 
organization stepped up to the plate and hit a home 
run, not only on an international scale but right here 
in Connecticut, especially right here in Fairfield 

County. The Connecticut Valley Region (CVR) of 
BBYO has excelled in the past several months, 
showcasing the incredible progress experienced by 
Trumbull’s own Gottlieb AZA #2196 (young men) 
and Adirah BBG #2662 (young women).

These two chapters have thrived in their 
partnership with our Congregation B’nai Torah, 
as well as in greater Fairfield County. Several 
members of Congregation B’nai Torah have even 

been elected to their respective chapter boards: 
Dara Weinstein - Vice President of Treasury, Ari 
Schultz - Vice President of Programming, Leo 
Katz - Vice President of Judaic Programming & 
Community Service, and Nathan Zakim serving 
at the Regional level as sixty-first Regional 
President of CVR. Both the Gottlieb and Adirah 
chapters have experienced great success since 
their programming year began in September and 
have shown no signs of slowing down! Coming 
off of a fantastic Virtual Fall Convention, both 
chapters meet on a bi-weekly basis over Zoom 
and other virtual platforms. With the support of 
our teen leaders and Rabbi Colin, our chapters 
have also seen exciting membership growth. 
Several Congregation B’nai Torah teens including 
Evan Zakim, Eli Hayden, Logan Hayden, Caleb 
Katz, Olivia Lagano, and Daphna Fineberg 

have recently become BBYO members. If you or 
your teen are looking to get involved with, or learn 
more about BBYO, please visit https://bbyo.org/
bbyo-near-you/regions/connecticut-valley-region or 
email cvrgodol@gmail.com.

Submitted by Nathan Zakim

BINGO UPDATE
Submitted by Bernice Dietz

Yasher koach to everyone who was involved in 
the High Holiday Services. A fantastic job was 
done to reach everyone in these difficult times. 
B’nai Torah members are still working very 
diligently, as a team, to make us feel as though 
we are inside the synagogue that has been a 
second home for me. Thank you for all your 
warmth.

While we are being 
Covid-19 safe, we feel 
bad that our community 
Bingo has been put on 
hold.  The whole Bingo 
committee misses it so much. We are working on 
plans to have a virtual bingo for our members, 
stay tuned for further information.
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All I can say is WOW!  Wow for what we have 
been going through, and wow for the way B’nai 
Torah has really stepped up to make sure that all 
of its members have been able to stay connected 
through the Together At Home initiative.

While I have been working from home since 
March, and Nursery School and Talmud Torah 
had also gone virtual at that time, I don’t feel that 
B’nai Torah has missed a step.  Virtual services 
have been wonderful to participate in, and I had a 
great time seeing everyone at the virtual cooking 
classes, the holiday boutique and other events.  

We had taken a bit of a break 
from the quarterly Megilla to 
find our new stride. I’m happy to say it is back up 
and running, with this being its second issue with 
a great new design by Melissa Jewsbury.

Until I am back in the office, I am still available to 
help with whatever you need.  Please either email 
me at, office@bnaitorahct.org or call the office 
203-268-6940 to leave a message and I will get 
back to you.

Stay safe and stay heathy.
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FROM THE OFFICE
Submitted by Robin Magilnick, Office Manager

Monica is in the eighth grade at Helen Keller 
Middle School.  She lives in Easton with her 
three cats, three dogs, parents and sister, Sonia. 
Monica is very passionate and has strong beliefs, 
and is often the leader amongst her peers. She 
hates to see people suffer, and is a kind and 
generous soul who will likely change the world 
one day. She takes pride in her clearly liberal and 
left wing views, and is active in expressing her 
political opinions to anyone who will listen. She 
is very concerned about global warming, racial 
discrimination, gender discrimination, LGBTQIA 
rights, and of course animal rights. She is 
frequently a strong voice and fierce advocate 
for those she feels have been wronged or 
misjudged. Monica’s strength, intelligence, 
kindness and social conscience make the world a 
better place every day.  

Monica has been a part of the BT community 
since the age of two and a half, and her Talmud 
Torah and Nursery School teachers have played 
a significant role in her life, she will always be 
Ms. Joan’s “Pepito”. Rabbi Colin is more than 
her Rabbi, he has also been her mentor, he has 
helped to shape and deepen her views of life and 
the world around her. She and the rabbi talk for 
hours about making the world a better place. She 
considers BT to be her second home, and loves 
the warmth and familiarity of her synagogue. 
Monica is very proud of her Jewish heritage, as 
well as her South Asian background and both 
have played a large part in who she is and her 
strong social conscience. 

Monica is a straight A student, plays the viola, 
and has just started swim team at the Fairfield 
Y this year. Her other interests include gaming, 
makeup, gardening, cooking and first and 
foremost, being a fashionista. Monica we are so 
very proud of you.

BAT MITZVAH 
MONICA ANJALI 

CHARMOY 
November 27-28

Support B’nai Torah while you shop. Ask a board member or call the office at 203-268-6940 for more  
information regarding the smile.amazon.com fundraiser.
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Medical Breakthroughs 
Israeli scientists reverse aging process: In the 
first trial on humans, Israeli scientists have shown 
hyperbaric oxygen therapy (HBOT) can reduce two 
key biological hallmarks of aging - telomere length 
shortening and accumulation of senescent cells. 
These factors lower the risk of cancer, dementia, 
Alzheimer’s and much more.

Working to prevent cancers: Scientists at Tel Aviv 
University have used CRISPR gene editing in the 
lab to treat some of the most aggressive of cancers. 
They improved glioblastoma (brain cancer) survival 
rates by 30%, but for metastatic (secondary) ovarian 
cancer, survival was increased by a huge 80%.

Partnership to get fast medical advice: Israel’s K 
Health has partnered with the Mayo Clinic to improve 
and accelerate deployment of K Health’s virtual 
therapy models. K Health enables people to receive 
comprehensive medical insights and immediate 
treatment in their homes.

34 lives saved in one month: Israeli NGO Ezer 
Mizion’s bone marrow database recently enabled 34 
life-saving stem cell transplants. The transplants took 
place across the USA, Belgium, Czech Republic, 
Finland, France, Germany, Italy, Spain, and of course 
Israel. Thousands of new donors join every month.

The Environment and Infrastructure 
New Green Plan: Israel’s Energy Ministry has 
presented a NIS 1.5 billion national energy efficiency 
plan to cut emissions by 17% by 2030. It also aims 
to improve energy efficiency and create thousands 
of new jobs. It includes investment in renewables, 
transition to electric vehicles and better construction 
and appliances.

Recycling dirty plastics: 91% of plastic put into 
recycling bins ends up in landfills because it is dirty. 
But Israel’s KB-Recycling (being rebranded as 
Alkemy) has developed a method of turning dirty 
plastic into plastic sheeting used in construction to 
seal surfaces, for protecting floors during renovation 
work and much more.

Transportation and Technology 
 Israel’s next astronaut: Eytan Stibbe will be Israel’s 
second astronaut, following the path of Ilan Ramon, 
when he launches to the International Space Station 
in 2021. Stibbe, 62, served in Israel’s Air Force for 
43 years. He co-founded Israel’s Ramon Foundation 
which is financing his space mission plus Israel’s 
space experiments.

Watt a car!: Israel’s Watt Car is developing a two-
seater electric urban vehicle that has the flexibility of 
a motorcycle with the comfort of a sports car. Shaped 
like a wheel, the vehicle weighs some 450 kg, can 
reach a speed of around 120 kph (75 mph) and has 
a range of 200 km (120 miles). Four re-charging 
methods.

Are you listening?: Israel’s Noveto has launched its 
SoundBeamer 1.0 desktop device that beams sound 
directly to a listener without the need for headphones. 
You can now have your own personal sound bubble, 
listen to music, lectures, watch movies etc. without 
disturbing others in the room.

Making the future accessible: Israel’s Wheelshare 
provides mobility and independence to people with 
movement issues. It has installed wheelchair lending 
stations at most Israeli hospitals, accessible through 
a multilingual digital app. Its aim is to extend the 
service globally to include airports, shopping centers 
and more. 

The following are only some of the highlights 
of the GOOD NEWS FROM ISRAEL.

Submitted by Paul Antell

Do you want to stay up to date on what’s happening in 
Israel? You may want to subscribe to the free weekly 
newsletter: www.verygoodnewsisrael.blogspot.com. This 
provides an update on the latest medical news, science 
and technology, as well as the economy and business.
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GOOD NEWS FROM ISRAEL



So much fun was had by the families that joined Rabbi Colin 
lighting our Hanukkah menorah each night. Some nights were 
a bit warmer than others.  We are glad that everyone was able 
to join them on FaceBook and YouTube.
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CROP WALK 2020
Thank you to everyone who helped make the October 18 virtual 
CROP Hunger Walk a success. CROP is the Community Appeal 
of Church World Service to fight hunger locally, nationally and 
internationally. Between online donations, on a site set up for B’nai 
Torah and checks received, we raised $749, an increase from what 
we collected last year!

CROP donations collected from Congregation B’nai Torah and 
Congregation Rodeph Sholom are distributed by MAZON; a Jewish Response to Hunger across 
America and in Israel. Yasher Koach! 

Submitted by Beverly Peck

Thank you to everyone who participated in making our Hanukkah-Gram project a success. Our 
special gratitude to Amanda Wendt, Robin Magilnick, Rabbi Amanda and Linda Shames for their 
incredible hard work and dedication. We hope receiving your Hanukkah-Grams in the mail added joy 
to your holiday.

Congratulations to Roz Friedman and Orna Rawls for having the most correct answers to our trivia 
questions. Yes, of course, the Greek king who oppressed the Jews so much they thought it was 
necessary to rebel was Antiochus. The rebellion began in the town of Modi’in. The word Maccabee 
means hammer and is an acronym.  It is composed  of the initial letters of a verse the Jewish people 
sang after G-d split the sea: “Mi kamocha ba’eilim Hashem.

The question regarding the largest hanukkiah in the world was probably the most challenging. There 
are two, designed by renowned Israeli artist Ya’acov Agam, and both thirty-two feet high. One is 
in Manhattan at 5th Ave. and West 59th St. outside the Plaza Hotel near Central Park. The other is 
located at Grand Army Plaza, Flatbush Ave., Brooklyn near the Brooklyn Museum. The shamash on 
that one is actually six inches taller!

HANUKKAH-GRAMS
Submitted by Charlotte Denenberg and Linda Schulman

HANUKKAH MENORAH LIGHTING
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EVENTS

WINTER PROGRAMS - BUILDING COMMUNITY 
WHILE KEEPING OUR DISTANCE

As we move into the shortened days of winter, we are 
still faced with the challenge of providing interesting 
and stimulating programs that we can do together as 
we continue to build our community while keeping our 
distance.

Our Board, working as teams, has also gotten into 
the act; and you will begin to see some wonderful 
programs being added to the calendar.

CHALLAH COVERS

Who couldn’t use a beautiful new challah cover? 
Thank you to renowned local Judaic artist, and our 
own Torah cover designer, Jeanette Kuvin Oren, for 
working with us on a mini-fundraiser which offered 
six gorgeous fabric challah cover kits to color or 
paint. Although video instructions were included, 
we gathered as a group on Zoom, and spent time 
schmoozing and working together on our covers. If 
you haven’t yet done so, take a moment and visit 
www.kuvinoren.com Jeanette’s web site. The site is 
a treat for your eyes! She has other kits available as 
well. 

BOOK REVIEWS

And in keeping with our art theme, Thursday, January 
7 at 7 pm we have photographer and author Michael 
Palmer “in the house”! Well, maybe not in the house, 
but on our Zoom link. He will be presenting his 
beautiful book Eric Mendelsohn’s Synagogues in 
America. Palmer has recorded in exquisite detail 
Mendelsohn’s four Midwest synagogues located in 
Saint Paul, Saint Louis, Cleveland, and Grand Rapids. 
Eric Mendelsohn, a German, Jewish architect, was 
known for his expressionistic architecture in the 1920s 
and is a pioneer of the Art Deco and Streamline 
Moderne architecture movements. To register for this 
session access:

https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZcvc-
qsqzIvEt0o6K6XrS2tZaVjmyxn5LL6

The B’nai Torah book group met in early December 
and discussed Bess Kalb’s memoir “Nobody Will 
Tell You This But Me”. If you ever had a mother or a 
grandmother, this book is for you! Our next book will 
be Jason Rosenthal’s memoir “My Wife Said You May 
Want To Marry Me”.  We will be meeting on Sunday, 
January 10 at 11 am. This discussion will be followed 
up by a session with Jason Rosenthal on Wednesday, 
January 13 at 7:30 pm, presented by Federation, 
as a continuation of their “Behind the Pages” series.  
Please contact Margery at margeryv@optonline.net if 
you would like to join the January 10 meeting. 

Submitted by Margery Verlezza
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OUR CREATIVE ARTISTS

B’nai Torah gets creative … with another virtual painting event! 

On the evening of Monday, October 26, we conducted our second 
virtual painting session, led by Pinot’s Palette, Stamford, CT. Our 
painting of choice was “Spirit of Shabbat”.

Coach Patty led a two-hour Zoom session, providing step-by-step 
instructions.  It was great to work together as a team, while generating 
our own unique works of art. Here are some of the results:

If interested in scheduling an individual virtual session with Pinot’s 
Palette, please visit their website https://pinotspalette.com/stamford/
shop. 

Seeking your input …

Do you have an idea for another type of arts and crafts project that can be run virtually?  

If so, please let me know.  I can be reached at linda.shames@gmail.com

Submitted by Linda Shames

Becca HustonJennifer RodenLinda Shames

Pinot’s Palette Original

Mitzvah Hero Awards Ceremony 
Sunday, January 31 at 4 pm 

Federation for Jewish Philanthropy of Upper Fairfield County 
To make a gift in Jeff’s honor, visit Tzedakahshop.com 

 

Join us to honor Jeff Levi…  
                                   our Mitzvah Hero 



*CREATIVITY*LEARNING*GROWTH*

B’nai Torah’s Talmud Torah students beautifully 
acclimated to all virtual learning 2 days a week!

Our classes are led by the wonderful creative 
talents of Mrs. Laura Petshaft, Mrs. Karen 
Knepler, Mrs. Mira Jaekle, Rabbi Amanda Brodie 
and Rabbi Colin who seamlessly provide a lesson 
that is engaging, innovative and connecting!  
Using media, current events, Parshiot, Siddurim, 
art and so many other creative resources makes 
our Talmud Torah a fun “want to” experience! 
Yasher Koach teachers!

Thanks to our Morah Petshaft for bringing 
Shabbat to life with a special family Kabbalat 
Shabbat.  Families bring to life their special 
traditions, songs, and wares to the other 
yeladeem and share in prayer.

Morah Knepler energizes the children as they are 
learning the letters, sounds, holidays and Jewish 
tradition.

Watch out world. The third graders are reading 
Hebrew! Morah Jaekle’s class is gliding through 
the Alef Bet and the vowels!!!

Our eighth graders and Tichon students continue 
discovering how they fit into our world with 
Jewish values as a moral compass. Rabbi 
Colin is the best, teaching them to be true to 
themselves!

We had a live event prior to Thanksgiving to 
offer the children an opportunity to meet, create 
art and cards for our community and collect 
deodorant for families in need. What a wonderful 
time to ground ourselves in tzedakah and mitzvot!  
I hope that you enjoyed a little piece of love 
in your mailbox to brighten your Thanksgiving 
holiday.  I so appreciated receiving notes of 
thanks from the congregation who recognized the 
warm gesture from our students.

In December, the upper grades led the Talmud 
Torah in a wonderful Hanukkah Shabbat service.   
Their voices were sweet with song and their 
hearts warm with spirit!   They made all of us 
so proud as each of them showed us how hard 
they have worked on their studies.  Toda Rabah 
Morah Petshaft and Rabbi Amanda as we look 
forward to the rest of the classes shining at their 
class services later throughout the year.

A special thank you to Mrs. Karen Money and 
Mrs. Marcie Schlager, who are true mensches.  
Karen and Marcie have remained committed 
point people towards the success of our 
program!  Kol hakavod.

Although the pandemic has been a challenge 
for all of us, we certainly recognize the silver 
lining….that is our youth!  They are always 
cheerful and positive, bringing energy to the 
classroom and a focus and drive to learn.   We 
watch them grow and develop into wonderful and 
caring humans with so much nachas!

Stay safe, stay home, stay healthy!
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TALMUD TORAH
Submitted by Beth Tepper, Director of Education BTTT
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CARDS SENT BY RABBI COLIN AND THE CONGREGATION

Holly Ashby and Jay Ashby in honor of their daughter Mara Ashby’s Bat Mitzvah

Margery and Peter Verlezza in honor of their granddaughter Mara Ashby’s Bat Mitzvah

Sara and Michael Hevenstone in honor of their daughter Emilia Hevenstone’s Bat Mitzvah 

Judith and Harvey Hevenstone in honor of their granddaughter Emilia Hevenstone’s Bat Mitzvah 

Geri and Joshua Katz in honor of their son Caleb Katz’s Bar Mitzvah

Kery and Adam Levinson in honor of their daughter Molly Levinson’s Bat Mitzvah

Jacqueline and Andrew Lazowski in honor of their son David Lazowski’s Bar Mitzvah

Susan Frager in honor of her daughter Ariel Frager’s Bat Mitzvah

Judith and Jeff Zakim in honor of their son Evan Zakim’s Bar Mitzvah

Eileen Kaplin in honor of her grandson Evan Zakim’s Bar Mitzvah

Jennifer and Hugh Roden in honor of their son Colin Roden’s Bar Mitzvah

Beverly and Irwin Peck in honor of their grandson Colin Roden’s Bar Mitzvah

Lauren Mandell and Jacob Thomas in honor of their son Nate Thomas’s Bar Mitzvah

Julia & Brian Bernstein in honor of their son Colin Gevry’s Bar Mitzvah

Geraldine Freeman in memory of her husband Arthur Freeman

Ellen Klinger in memory of her husband Roger Klinger

Leslie and David Elfenbein and family in memory of Leslie’s mother

Sidney (Laura) Cahn in memory of the mother of Sidney (Laura) Cahn, Charles (Alice) and Miriam, 
grandmother of Madeleine, Samuel, Daniel and Sophie

Linda (Mark) Shames in memory of her mother Betty Weinstock

Rabbi Colin (Amanda) Brodie in memory of Stanley Brodie, father of Rabbi Colin Brodie (Amanda) 
and Shelley, grandfather of Yonaton, Elisheva, Rafi, Aaron, Ella, brother of Michael, brother-in-law of 
David

Rabbis Colin and Amanda Brodie and family, Mazel Tov on Elisheva’s degree from Hofstra University 
for Bachelor in Legal Studies and Management

Randi Wallet, Mazel Tov on Kayla’s receiving Bachelor of Science Systems Engineering degree

David and Kim Hochman, Mazel tov on the graduation of David from high school and going to Central 
CT State College

Continued on page 12
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Jacob & Beth Tepper, Mazel tov on Sivan’s Bachelor of Science Degree in Nursing at SCSU

Jeff and Sander La Rue, Mazel tov on Joseph’s graduation from Shelton High School and attending 
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute majoring in Mechanical Engineering

Joseph and Julie Tillotson, Mazel tov on Christopher’s Masuk High School graduation

Linda (Mark) Shames in memory of her father David Weinstock 

Amy Handmaker and Mike Doery, Mazel tov on the birth of your grandson, Benjamin David Walion

Alan Frankel for a speedy recovery from surgery

Manny (Bonnie) Lobel-Speedy recovery from surgery

Bob (Elyse) Schneider-Speedy recovery

Harvey Weiner in memory of his sister Sandra Weiner

Manny (Bonnie) Lobel in memory of his brother Siegfried Lobel

Roz Friedman in memory of her husband Arthur Friedman

Scott and Sheila Charmoy in honor of their daughter Monica’s Bat Mitzvah

Harvey Hevenstone in memory of his wife Judy Hevenstone

Michael (Sara) Hevenstone in memory of his mother Judy Hevenstone

Beverly (Irwin) Peck in memory of her sister Judy Hevenstone

Continued from 11
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DONATIONS
Cornerstone Building 
Development Fund

In memory of Siegfred Lobel, brother of 
Manny Lobel, from Gale and Paul Antell, 
Charlotte and Jeffrey Denenberg, Bernice 
Dietz, Susan and Ed Jewsbury, Eileen Kaplin, 
Beverly and Irwin Peck

In memory of Maria Kaiser, mother of Grace 
Zweig, from Beverly and Irwin Peck

In memory of Judy Hevenstone, wife of 
Harvey Hevenstone, from Mr. and Mrs. Bob 
Gersh, Gutterman’s Funeral Directors, NY & 
FL, Eileen Kaplin, Brenda Kendall, cousins 
Rhoda and Edward Lemkin, Linda Mennillo, 
Lisa and Bob Rooney, Louise and Mort Ryon, 
Linda and Jon Schulman, Linda and Mark 
Shames, Margery and Peter Verlezza, Rich 
Onofrio and Tony Calka

In memory of Rita Rosenblum, sister of Bill 
Berkowitz, from Beverly and Irwin Peck

In memory of Sandra Wiener, from Bernice 
Dietz

In memory of Arthur Friedman, husband of 
Roz Friedman, from Jane Abel, Vivian and 
Mitch Arron, Lanny and Debbie Boles, Kevin 
A. Coles, Gary and Andrea Conwell, Leopold 
P. DeFusco Nancy Diamond, Dayna and Arin 
Hayden, Kathy Heintzelman, Edith Hersher, 
Jane and Bob Hillman, Eileen Kaplin, Brenda 
Kendall, Natalie Cohen and Bruce MacDon-
ald, Nancy (Nan) Robertson, Linda and Jon 
Schulman, Linda and Mark Shames, Mark and 
Lisa Diamond Stein, Margery and Peter Ver-
lezza

To Roni Yessenow, thank you for masks, 
from Gale and Paul Antell

To Jeff Levi in honor of being named the 
B’nai Torah Mitzvah Hero, from Margery and 
Peter Verlezza

To Rabbi Colin in appreciation of virtual 

High Holiday services, from Michelle 
Chaitman Lynch

Yahrzeit of Sadie Kleban, from Dorothy 
Goldstein

Yahrzeit of Dora Hourwitz, from Irma and 
Harold Batt

Yahrzeit of Morton Schwartz, from Sandy 
Schwartz

Yahrzeit of Pearl Searle, from Josh and 
Wendy Searle

Yahrzeit of Daniel Magoon, from Mary and 
Joseph Steinfeld

Yahrzeit of Joseph Hourwitz, from Irma and 
Harold Batt

Yahrzeit of Elizabeth Frischstein, from Susan 
and Robert Deveau

Yahrzeit of Martin Grant, from Linda Grant
Yahrzeits of Herbert A. Needle and Alice 

Needle, from Beverly and Michael Fein
Yahrzeit of Charles Lipetz, from Sandra and 

Jeffrey LaRue
Yahrzeit of Florence Bernstein, from Martin 

Bernstein
Yahrzeit of Elissa Farber, from Nancy 

Wilkins

Covid-19 Relief Fund
Sheila and Michael Sulkis

Ed and Ethel Elson Memorial 
Shiva Meal Fund

Yizkor donation for Yom Kippur and 
Shemini Atzeret, from Marilyn and Norman 
Elias

Israel Programming Fund
In memory of Siegfred Lobel, brother of 

Manny Lobel, from Anita & Hal Rosnick

Nursery Enrichment Fund
Donation from David and Jennifer Strosberg
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If you would like to make a donation to one of our funds for a simcha or memorial, you 
may easily do so through your Shul Cloud account or please send to: 

Congregation B’nai Torah 
5700 Main Street, Trumbull, CT 06611

Attention: Donations 
(Please include a note with the fund and reason.)

DONATIONS
In memory of Judy Hevenstone, wife of 

Harvey Hevenstone, from Gale and Paul 
Antell

In memory of Arthur Friedman, husband of 
Roz Friedman, from Gale and Paul Antell

Rabbi’s Discretionary Fund
In memory of Siegfred Lobel, brother 

of Manny Lobel, from Arlene and Martin 
Rosenberg, Judy and Elliott Rudnick

In memory of Judy Hevenstone, wife of 
Harvey Hevenstone, from Penny Volpe

In memory of Arthur Friedman, husband of 
Roz Friedman, from Harriet & Jerry Busker, 
Debbie and Robert Velthuizen, Penny Volpe

To Anita Rosnick in honor of your birthday, 
from Irma and Harold Batt

In honor of the engagement of our daughter 
Melissa to Bryan Stoll, from Edward & Susan 
Jewsbury

Ritual Fund
Donation in honor of receiving ark opening 

honor for High Holiday Services, from 
Beverly and Irwin Peck

Donation from Robert and Sophia Mitchell 
Memorial Fund

To Rabbi Colin in appreciation for the Bat 
Mitzvah of Molly Levinson, from Howard and 
Rochelle Levinson

In memory of Arthur Friedman, husband of 
Roz Friedman, from Anita and Hal Rosnick

Donation from Linda Grant
Thank you for get well prayers for Arnold 

Fischer, from Marilyn Levi

Warm Welcome To  
Our New Member
On behalf of the Membership  
Committee and the entire 
congregation, we would like to 
officially welcome our new member.

We are looking forward to getting to 
know you better and to celebrating 
many holidays, simchas and social 
events together in the years to come.

Stephen Saft

Dara A. Gold, daughter of our member 
Diane Gold has passed the October, 2020 

Washington, D.C. Bar Exam!

Dara is a graduate of Washington & Jefferson 
College and the University of District of 
Columbia-David A. Clarke Law School, Cum 
Laude. Dara will be continuing her career 
with a law firm specializing in Educational 

Law in Washington, D.C.


